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If you are not fully vaccinated and aged 2 or older, the CDC continues to
advise you to wear a mask when indoors. Here at Miller, indoors would constitute
the classrooms we learn in as well as the hallways we walk within.
In order to properly wear a mask, the CDC advises that it fully covers your
nose and mouth while secured under your chin and fits snuggly on either side of
your cheeks.
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mouth

*All graphics and
information courtesy
of cdc.gov

September is National Suicide Prevention Month. All month, mental health
advocates, prevention organizations, survivors, allies, and community members unite
to promote suicide prevention awareness.
#BeThe1To is the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline’s message for National
Suicide Prevention Month and beyond, which helps spread the word about actions we
can all take to prevent suicide. The Lifeline network and its partners are
working to change the conversation from suicide—to suicide prevention,
to actions that can promote healing, assistance, and give hope.
Here at A.B. Miller, our campus’ Peer Leaders are
there to lead a helpful shoulder or ear to anyone in need.

A tradition implemented by Principal, Dr. Dustin
Saxton upon his arrival, is the ringing of the victory bell
by our athletics teams when victorious. Thus far, our
football team is making good use of the bell.

"The only record I
have my eyes set on
breaking, which
would be new this
year, would be
going 20-0."

A mere three months
after the Tampa
Buccaneers dominated the
Kansas City
Chiefs to the tune of a 31-9 thumping, quarterback
Patrick Mahomes proclaimed that the following
year would see the Chiefs going unbeaten.
It took only the second week of the season
for a previously undefeated in September Patrick
Mahomes, to see victory slip through his
fingertips as Lamar Jackson and the Baltimore
Ravens cartwheeled their way to a 36-35 upset
victory on Sunday Night Football.
Kansas City are currently 1-1 and tied for
second with the Los Angeles Chargers.
Prior to their September 19 national
match-up with the Ravens, Mahomes was 11-0
with 35 touchdowns, zero interceptions, and had
been averaging 330 yards per game.
While Mahomes did rack up 343 passing
yards against the Ravens’ defense, they also
managed to pick off Mahomes for the first time in
his professional career in the month of September.

In a strange turn of events, the Los Angeles
Dodgers may indeed earn the top wild card spot in
the National League while claiming ownership to the
second-best record in baseball.
A team that many analysts felt would fade—
the San Francisco Giants—have done anything but
and have continually defied the odds, racking up win
after win, after win.
If the Dodgers were to meet their presumed
fate of a wild card slot, that means that per Major
League Baseball rules and regulations, they would
be the road team for every series they play. That is,
until the World Series.
The team with the third best record in
baseball is the Tampa Rays, who arguably, play in
the league’s toughest division: the American League
East.
If the Dodgers were to advance as National
League Champions to that of the World Series, in a
crazy turn of events, would hold home field
advantage. Meaning The Commissioner’s Trophy
would run through Chavez Ravine.
Now. Just to get past those pesky Giants…

A little-known fact
about General Mills’ Monster
Cereals is that the flavors are
actually complimentary of one
another and meant to be eaten
all together—at once.
And right now, if you
hurry down to your local
supermarket fast enough, you
can partake in this epic offering
for Halloween.
In 1971, the world was
first introduced to Count
Chocula and his counterpart,
Franken Berry. While the two
flavors might seem polarizing,
General Mills thought that kids
might get a kick out of mixing
the two, as the marketing
department thought if a parent
bought one of the flavors, they
would in turn, by the other.
Essentially, the two flavors
combined is not that unlike a
chocolate coated strawberry.
A year later, Boo Berry
joined the duo, thus creating a
trio.
The cereal’s notes of
blueberry and grape, mesh well
with the chocolate and
nightshade flavors presented in Count Chocula and Franken Berry.
In 1974, the cult favorite, Frute Brute growled his way onto the scene with a
cherry palate.
Fourteen years later, Yummy Mummy was unveiled in 1988. General Mills has
been mum on the actual flavor housed within a box of Yummy Mummy, but for those
that have tried the elusive edible cadaver have claimed in a mixture of Franken Berry’s
strawberry and Frute Brute’s cherry flavorings.
The lesser known of the quintet: Frute Brute and Yummy Mummy were
revived in 2013 and again in 2014, complete with retro packaging, only to disappear
until now.
Now, in 2021, for the first time ever, all five Monster Cereal flavors are available in
one convenient box of early morning (or late night) delight.

Baltimore hardcore
juggernaut, Turnstile, have been
ice-picking their niche into the punk
rock scene since 2010. With their third
full length, Glow On, the band is
further distancing themselves from
their Bad Brains meets Shelter meets
Orange 9mm groove-centric hardcore
into a more uncharted, synth heavy
medium. One thing is for certain, if you
have never seen Turnstile live, you really need to…
Like Turnstile, San Francisco brutalists Deafheaven, have
been blowing out ear drums since 2010. The band saw the release
of their fifth long player: Infinite Granite, that depicts the band
further pushing their self-described blackgaze (black metal meets
shoegaze) into the deep end of the
pond.
Draw Down The Moon,
Foxing’s fourth record, showcases the band downsizing
but their sound expanding. Foxing has always been a
band that relied heavily on lead singer Conor Murphy’s
emo whimper to scream delivery, which at times, was a
bit disarming. On DDTM, the band fleshes out their
synth-tastic ideas that compliment Murphy’s sung
vocals.

by Mazikeen (“Maze”) Larson
Energy drinks remain a popular beverage among tired teenagers
and adults alike, especially around the A. B. Miller campus.
Whether its for the flavor or the energy boost, many campus-goers remain
loyal to a specific brand.
Seniors are often returning customers—attempting to cope with
busy schedules and future worries. Sometimes they have remained loyal
to a particular energy drink brand since freshman year or before that,
even. Thus, teens are often a targeted audience for brand marketing and
advertising.
Many teens admit to being fully aware of possible side effects of
the heavy caffeine consumption that energy drinks impose, but often
shrug it off. A desensitization could be to blame, but a conscious choice
is easily just as blameworthy. However, with companies sinking a large
chunks of their advertising budgets into social
media-based advertising, a sense of trust—between
consumer and brand—could be built through artful
advertising tactics and a positive brand image.
In fact, senior Khristhofer Garcia drinks
Monster religiously, regarding it as his “morning
coffee”. He has a particular affinity for the Monster
Energy Ultra-line of drinks because “it has a better
taste than some of the energy drinks I’ve tasted,
and gives me enough energy for me to get through
the day.”
Destiny Martinez
(12) prefers Monster as well. Her reasoning
comes down to cost and flavor, which she
claims to be both cheaper and better tasting
than the competitors. This casual energy
drinker mentions that the favorable advertising
also leads her to prefer it over other brands, and
says, “I usually drink a Monster every time I
get a chance to go to a store or liquor market.”
Edgar Herrera, a busy senior, finds
himself drinking Redbull, “max about two
times a week just for an energy boost or
sometime during the week when I have a lack
of sleep.” He considers the “wide variety of
flavors” to be one of the brand’s biggest selling
points.
“The side effects are indeed very bad and in my opinion I should
not be drinking it at all,” Herrera concedes.

by Gabriel Gutierrez and Mazikeen (“Maze”) Larson
Energy drinks are abundant on A.B. Miller’s campus.
We all know someone who skips lunch in favor of a can of
Monster or Rockstar; and we know it is not the healthiest
habit—but just how damaging is it really?
A 2018 report found that more than 40% of American
teenagers consume energy drinks on a regular basis. I am
sure this is a number that is easy to rationalize for most teens:
a can just before a midnight Valorant match, another in the
morning for breakfast, and maybe one last can afterschool,
just to recharge. It has become a normalized part of a
teenager’s diet. Although, the fact that it is teenagers drinking
these brands, and the brands that teenagers choose, are not
due to random chance.
When was the last time you saw a friend drinking a
Redbull? When was the last time you saw someone drinking
a Bang? Bang has become the top growing energy drink in
America, thanks to their unique marketing practices, which
focus on internet-based advertising. Social media platforms
deliver spoonfuls of content into waiting mouths of users
around the world, perhaps one of today’s greatest advertising
tools to reach a variety of audiences. It is, of course, no
surprise that companies would seek to get the biggest bang
for their buck even if the ways they go about doing that are
questionable at best.

“My preferred energy drink is Rockstar,” comments Rogelio
Mendoza (12). Trying a variety of different energy drinks before settling
on Rockstar, he “had tried Monster and didn’t enjoy it”, then “had Bang,
which was good, but it tasted too sweet with
its flavors”, before a friend finally, “gave me
a Rockstar; it had enough caffeine to wake
me up in the morning with a nice flavor to
help me finish it.” Usually consuming two a
week (on rare occasions, five), “I don’t drink
them as often as most people,” Mendoza
remarks, “it’s mostly to get me through the
morning.”
Interestingly enough, he does not
claim that Rockstar is necessarily superior to
other
energy drinks,
but remains his
personal go-to for
its balance of caffeine and flavor. His main
concern about consuming energy drinks is
the eventual caffeine addiction, which he has
taken note of, “because I have been drinking
more of it lately.” Being conscious of one’s
own health is important and the senior admits
that if “[he] notice[s] any medical side
effects [he]'ll stop.”
It was interesting to see the
differences in not only drink preference, but
other factors—drink consumption and
flavor—as well. Drink consumption: what is an appropriate or safe
amount of energy drink consumption? Some students would say once
in awhile; maybe once or twice a week; perhaps even every morning.
Flavor: is taste the most important factor in choosing an energy
drink? Most say yes, some would argue that the energy boost is the most
crucial aspect of an energy drink.
Are energy drinks worth the risk? This becomes a point of
contention. Some say yes, citing the risks in many other things; others
remain neutral, assuring that if they experience adverse effects then they
would stop; still others say no, yet continue to consume the
caffeine-fueled beverages.

According to a survey done by Neoreach, Bang Energy
has dedicated much of its marketing budget to YouTube
sponsorships. A total of $7.7 million dollars, seven times as
much as the next highest spender. These sponsorships are done
with specific channels that Bang
thinks can best reach its target
audience: YouTubers like Disney
Docket or Riceman—one a Disney
toy unboxing channel, the other a
prank You Tuber. In fact, most of
Bang’s influencer partnerships are
with content creators that have
overwhelmingly young audiences.
Their top sponsored content creator,
DangMattSmith, was featured in
Nickelodeon back-to-school shorts.
Bang makes these sponsorships
long-term to increase perceived
loyalty between the influencer and the
brand, one which is hoped to increase
the effectiveness of the sponsorships on viewers. In other
words, make kids more likely to buy Bang drinks because
their favorite YouTuber recommended it several times. Bang
makes no effort to disguise its attempts at marketing to easily
influenced children and teens.
This is happening as health professionals and
researchers warn about the harmful effects of energy drinks on
underage consumers. A questionnaire filled out by teens ages
13-19 using emergency department services (for any reason)
and published by Pediatric Emergency Care revealed that 40%
reported an adverse effect while ingesting energy drinks. The
most common side effects were, in order: insomnia, feeling

Continued on
ensuing page.

by Sebastian Calzadilla
Ever since the first videogame was released in October of 1958,
videogames have become a part of many lives around the world.
Something in videogames is appealing for people of all ages—they can
go from having great mechanics, a great story, graphics, and the fact that
new videogames are being released every year, making their
predecessors look completely inferior to the newest one, but this is not
always the case for all games.
The art of collecting antique objects has been
around for a very long time—it goes from collecting
very small objects like marbles and cards all the way
to collecting cars or even bigger objects. When we talk
about videogame collecting, normal prices come to
mind. And finding these games was never hard nor
expensive, it has always been a hobby that if you
are lucky, you find the games in yard sales or over the
Internet at a very fair price, which made for a hobby
that was easy to access and inexpensive to join.
However, what if this hobby was manipulated by the wealthy, increasing the
prices of these collectibles leaving those that do not
have the financial power to collect these items?
Well, this is something that has been happening recently. Just months ago, an original Nintendo Super Mario Bros.
cartridge was sold for two million dollars to an anonymous buyer. This
same game was valuated at 30 thousand dollars in 2017—a six thousand
percentage increase in price, which is incredible and strange to see, all
the same. Off this alone, we can see some discrepancies. With the first
one being that the game was bought by an anonymous buyer.
If someone bought a game for the price reported, it would make
some wonder who or at least, wan to know the reasoning behind such a
lofty investment.
Another being how this price increased 6,000 percent in a mere four
years. This price spike seems to be unnatural and not dictated accurately
by the market, but there are many different reasons why a spike in price
like this might occur.
One of the reasons why a spike like this might happen is related
to speculation about prices, which begins when people see a trend that
increases the price of a product and then people start to buy more of this
product. This is something that we witnessed during shelter at home for
collectibles of all kinds.
This increases the price of the product in the hopes of getting
profit from it, not because they need this specific product, but because
they are expecting to get profit from it. This has been done many times
through history and is still happening nowadays.
When discussing the matter with government teacher Mr.
Sullivan, he declared, “First, you must define financial speculation.
Simply, speculation has nothing to do with long term financial support.
Speculation is a high-risk venture which could turn tragically south, or it
could be incredibly profitable for the fortunate.”
“And it is legal.”
He continued, “Generally, the idea is to gain quick money/profit
[that equates to] silly greed.”
An example of wild speculation was during the period before the
Great Depression. Sullivan divulged that, “Investors would buy stocks
on margin (partial payment for the stock, taking out a loan to cover the
rest) and say stock value is $100…the investor would pay $20 and then
borrow $80 to cover the remainder). In many cases, the stock cost more
than it was worth. When banks demanded payment for the borrowed
money (margin call) the investors did not have the money to cover the
loans, resulting in loan defaults. Millions of Americans lost their entire
savings/homes/investments [which contributed to] the Great Depression.
It is said, it took the United States 25 years to recover from the Great
Depression.”
This statement shows some of the problems that are possible
when speculating and gives a sound example of the consequences of
speculation.
However, what would happen if this speculation in price was
made on purpose by a group of people to increase the price of a product
repeatedly and gain profit from it? This practice is unethical, especially if the groups that are benefitting from
speculation are companies that sell these items.
When we talk about the videogame market there are
two institutions which sit at the top. The companies in question are
WATA Games and an auction house, entitled Heritage Auctions,
respectively.
A videogame grading company’s job is to ensure that the
videogame they receive is in a condition that makes it either more
valuable or less valuable by giving each game a grading. These gradings
can go from a “C” grading, which indicates the game is in the worse
condition possible, all the way to an “A” grading, which demonstrates
that the game is in pristine condition. These gradings make it easier for
buyers to know exactly what they are buying. The way videogame
grading companies benefit is from the value of the game they are

grading, depending on the game the institution might get more money.
For example, if a game in the market was valuated as one million
dollars, a grading companies share, just for grading the game will be
around $200,000 dollars. Which is a good share since these institutions
might receive thousands of games for them to grade if the price of the
game keeps increases up to a ridiculous price.
Nevertheless, the institution that benefits the most of increases in
prices are the auction houses. If we look at the company which currently
has the most expensive retro videogames, Heritage Auctions, they charge
a 20 percent buyer’s premium on every item that is sold
through their auctions. Therefore, if Heritage Auctions does
an auction for a game that is worth one million dollars, they
stand to earn $200,000 dollars from this sell. On top of that
for items sold for over $500,000 dollars, Heritage Auctions
also takes five percent from the seller.
This demonstrates how these companies make their
revenue through selling these goods, and why manipulating
the market by these institutions is completely unacceptable,
unethical and should always be avoided.
Connections can be made from WATA and Heritage
Auctions that show some suspicious moves made by both
companies, like the fact that WATA was founded in 2017,
but it was not completely official until April of 2018. And
how Heritage Auctions did not start selling retro videogames until
2019; but not just any retro videogames, only WATA certified videogames. Even before WATA Games was completely official in their site
they already had a partnership with Heritage Auctions.
Before WATA was founded another videogame grading company
was active known as Video Game Authority or VGA for short. Which
brings the question, if there was a grading company active before WATA,
why did Heritage Auctions not partner up with the Video Game Authority
to start auctions for videogames until WATA was introduced?
Continued on ensuing page.
Bang continued from previous page.

“jittery”, heart palpitations, gastrointestinal issues, headaches, chest
pain, shortness of breath, and 1% even reported seizures.
Even our own students of A.B. Miller express some level of
concern about the adverse effects that energy drinks can have on their
physical and psychological wellbeing. For example, Rogelio Mendoza
(12) notes a sort of addiction occurring as he progressively drinks more
and more of his drink of choice: Rockstar. This should come as no
surprise when energy drinks’ boast high caffeine content for the
“restorative” energy boost associated with them. Destiny Martinez (12)
acknowledges this with Redbull, saying, “that drink gives you many
side effects like dizziness and trouble sleeping.”
Senior Khristofer Garcia recalls that when he “took a break
from drinking [Monsters] for a week, the headaches weren’t that bad”
but that his low energy levels were making it hard for him to
concentrate, especially in class, so he has returned to drinking one a
day. A need for energy is one of the main reasons students turn to
energy drinks, loaded with caffeine, taurine, and sugar to give them the
boost they want.
Caffeine Informer estimates that a 16oz can of Rockstar has
160mg of caffeine, while other sources like the LA Times puts this
much higher at 240mg for a 16oz Rockstar. Regardless of which source
is most accurate, both point to the same outcome: a high potential for
caffeine addiction—and even possible caffeine overdoses.
There is not enough research done on the effects of energy
drinks on a developing mind, but what research is being done has
disturbing results. An experiment with exposing adolescent mice to
high levels of taurine, another main ingredient in energy drinks,
indicated that female mice had adverse effects on their learning and
memory. Although these are only the beginnings of research, they paint
a foreboding picture for future findings.
While the outlook appears somewhat grim, students at A.B.
Miller continue their day-to-day affairs—whether fueled by Monster,
Rockstar, Bang, or another—as uninterrupted as one can expect.
Unhealthy habits are egged on by questionable advertising tactics, as is
the norm. Hopefully, as time moves on, more will be done to know
about and prevent the harmful effects of energy drinks on teens, as well
as to prevent them from falling victim to manipulative marketing. A
new energy titan will eventually take the place of Bang and we will
watch another brand fade into nameless obscurity.

Information for this article was gathered from the following sources:
https://www.caffeineinformer.com/caffeine-content/rockstar
https://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-energy-drink-rockstarheart-20151109- story.htm

by Josue Avila
On August 8th, 2021, the most
heartbreaking news any Barcelona fan has
received was publicized: Lionel Messi was
officially leaving the club he grew up with,
the very club who helped him accomplish
his dreams of becoming a professional
soccer player.
After 21 years, Lionel Messi was
leaving the club he loved. As stated by
long time Barcelona fan Gonzalo
Hernandez, “When I got the notification on
my phone that Messi was leaving
Barcelona, I could not believe it. I though it
had to be some kind of joke.”
Messi made his professional debut
with Barcelona on November 16, 2003, at
the age of 16 in a friendly match against FC
Porto. Messi played his last game with Barcelona nearly 18 years later
on May 16, 2021, against Celta de Vigo, as always, Messi scored at the 28th minute but it
still was not enough for Barcelona to win the match as they fell 2-1.
Messi was considered a free agent as of July 1st, 2021. His contract was worth $673
million, which meant that each season Messi would stand to earn approximately $41 million dollars.
In the summer of 2020, it had been leaked that Messi asked directors of Barcelona
to allow him to leave the club for free. Executives of Barcelona did everything they could to
make sure that Messi did not leave the club that summer.
On September 4, 2020, it was announced the Lionel Messi would indeed be staying
with Barcelona. “In the season of 2020 Barcelona had a capability of spending $600 million for that season alone, but for the 2021 season that number decreased drastically to $140
million,” reported Sky Sports. When this was announced Barcelona was aware of the fact
that they would have to sell many of their players, and if they wished to sign new players, it
would have to be on a free transfer.
In turn, Messi and Barcelona had agreed on a five-year contract where Messi
was willing to reduce his salary by 50-percent for Barcelona to be able to meet the $140million limit to their spending. Even then, Barcelona could not meet the terms to renew

Continued on ensuing page.

Retro Videogames Continued.

It is noticeable that something is going on, and to add up more suspicious moves
that indicate a manipulation in the price of these videogames we can look at the founder of
WATA Games, Deniz Kahn. Deniz Kahn is the founder and the person that is the most in
the spotlight when we talk about videogames with insane prices. Deniz Kahn has appeared
in countless articles in which he states how the value of a game is going to countless articles
in which he states how the value of a game is going to increase and will
keep increasing.
In an article by Kutaku titled: “Sealed Copy of Super Mario Bros.
Sells for A Record Breaking $140,608” Kahn States, “I’ve always said,
video games are going to go the way of comics, or cars, or coins; it’s
only a matter of time until a video game sells for a million dollars.” This
statement introduces a problem, and that is the president of a grading
company speculating on the price of something that benefits them which
seems very unethical.
Deniz Khan has also guest-starred on the popular television show
Pawn Stars a number of times, in which every time he will increase the price of the games
that he was giving, even going to say that the Super Mario Bros. copy that was sold in 2019
at $100,000 dollars was worth up to three times more.
On top of that he has stated this for a good number of retro videogames, always
giving them ridiculous prices. We can clearly see how this grading company is
manipulating the market up to some extent, since now those that have no clue about the
videogame market want to have these games. Not because they want to collect them, but
because they want to make profit from everything that is going on; and with each
statement that Kahn makes the market gets shaken little by little.
While interviewing Mr. Sullivan some questions came to mind. Questions like:
When we talk about economics and speculation, should we look at it from a legal point of
view, or a moral point of view? This is a question we all should think about when we are
out in the world. Are we
going to get what we
want no matter the
means? Or are we going
to follow what we believe is the right thing to
do and improve together? Mr. Sullivan follows
up with the statement: “But again, you
are talking about money
and the thirst for money
(by any means necessary) is a poison many
are willing to consume. Socialists claim financial crimes are an example of capitalistic
greed, depriving the Common Man of his/her hard-earned wages. The problem: socialists
are just as greedy and money hungry as any capitalist.”
Everyone has a different view when it comes to ethicality. But one thing is for sure,
we cannot let companies manipulate prices of items that are in their interest in any form.

by Joseph Alvarez
Sports set high motivation standards that are
both impacting to athletes and to those that simply
appreciate and observe the sport as fans.
Ever wonder how people’s lives would be if
sports did not exist? Sports are something that many
take for granted as we expect them to be there for us
when we need
them.
Sports
build character.
They help to fine
tune both physical
and mental aspects within those
that play and
watch them.
Alan
Ramirez (10) stated his opinion on
how sports helped
him and made a
profound impact
on his life.
“Soccer
has been a sport
that has been with me for a while now and it keeps
me in this positive mood that helps me to get through
tough times that I deal with,” commented Ramirez.
Tough times that people go through can lead them to
situations where they might not know what to do. My
friend Ramirez on the other hand, relied on soccer to
console him.
In addition to building characters, sports help
construct
morals and
values in our
everyday lives.
What
impact did these
sports have on
your life?
David
Gomez (10)
pondered
Where would
[he] actually be
if [he] didn’t
start
participating in
a sport?
“If I
never signed up
for a sport, I would have definitely become a lazy
person and a person who didn’t have anything that he
can put his heart into, so I’m definitely grateful for
these opportunities that sports have provided for me,”
exclaimed Gomez.
Keeping young minds active around the world
had been one of the greatest impacts attributed to
athletics. Jamies Winston, who was the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers 2015 number one overall pick in the NFL
draft, has long been an advocate for the positivity that
sports bring in one’s life.
Now the starting quarterback for the New
Orleans Saints, Winston was a sports-loving boy
from early childhood and got inspiration on the track
from his father who was also associated with the
sports. Winston later admitted that his sport gave him
people to look up too and give him that push that he
needed to start his career.
A close family member of mine, twelve-yearold Mia Ramos, has been playing soccer for a couple
of years. Soccer was a big impact on her life as it set
future standards for her and keeps her striving
towards her goals. “When I come home from a long
day of school, half of the time I feel very stressed and
just want to get out the house and do something. I
later found my love for the sport soccer since it lets
me interact with friends and show of some skills,”
confided Ramos.

Continued on ensuing page.

by Elisa Chavez
From social media posts online, to a planned on-campus school
protest that took place on August 27, the school dress code had been one of
the latest controversies wafting in the air at A.B Miller as the school year
began. At its heart, it was disagreement coming from female students who
felt as if the current rules only targeted them compared to their male
classmates. An anonymous account on Instagram by the name of
“cancelschooldresscodes” even accumulated over 300 signatures on change.org from the local community demanding the school to
remove the current rules. But what is the reasoning behind this
frustration and how will it be
resolved?
Kaly Cardenas, junior, loved
to express her style during the summertime—“If I could change anything
about the dress code, it would be the
rule about girls getting in trouble for
wearing spaghetti strapped shirts. I
mean, it gets to over 90 degrees here
and it’s so hot that I just want to be
able to be comfortable in my
own clothes.”
Cardenas quickly recalls the
time she felt as if she was singled-out
by a male staff member for her attire
on a day that brought extreme heat.
She continues, “It can get pretty weird because in my
opinion, if the girls are dress coded for
showing too much shoulder or any
skin, it means the adult was looking at
it differently and it creates an uncomfortable atmosphere between the
teacher and student.”
From Cardenas’ years of being in the public school system, it has
always been girls that constantly have to cover up more or change the way
they like to dress in order to fit-in to not only the school, but also general
societal expectations.
“I have never even seen any of the guys here get dress coded the
way we do,” she stated honestly.
Consequently, Cardenas was one of the many students who took
part in the protest by coming to school on Friday, August 27, proudly
wearing a black crop top.
“We have to show that what we are wearing should not affect the
education we receive,” she affirms. As for her goal, she hopes that the
school administration hears the voice of not only her, but all females who
want to see a change on campus.
Similarly, when asked about her opinions regarding the issue,
junior Megan Ziranda also agrees that there should be revisions to the way
dress codes are enforced and who they target because she does not want her
peers to feel uncomfortable.
“I, one-hundred percent support the protest that happened because it
brings a lot of attention to a problem that should be addressed” confided
Ziranda as she is also a student on campus who claims to have been dress
Opinion: Sports continued.

Afterwards, she noted that soccer has provided her with the
confidence she needed, to
take initiative in other
aspects of her life.
Those that are
currently actively playing
sports, what is it that drives
you to remain competitive?
Ever since I was
just a young kid, I have
always contained this
passion and love for the
sport of baseball. I have
been participating in it for
almost eight years now and to this day, I think: “What if I never picked
up a baseball… Where would I be?” I say this, due to the fact that
sports showed me a whole other world outside of academics.
I, personally, have been playing baseball for quite some time
now. In my opinion, it has changed my
life and is a positive investment of my
time.
When I was younger, watching
professional baseball was something that I
was always attracted to—it helped
generate both passion and motivation in
my life.
So ask yourself: How can sports
change my life?

coded multiple times for reasons
that she felt “didn’t matter.”
As a response to everyone
who had been speaking out,
Assistant Principal Dr. Barbara
Kelley announced through email
that there would soon be a special
committee formed in which
students, parents, staff, and
community members could all
sign-up to help revise the
dress code in order for voices to
be heard. Dr. Kelley acknowledged that a big part
of the committee will be female
student driven.
Anyone who is interested
in taking part is still currently
able to sign-up through a Forms
link Dr. Kelley created and the committee meetings are planned to be
online in the coming weeks.
The best news thus far, is knowing that Dr. Kelley and our
administration are willing to listen to our displeasures.
“Well, the thing that was the best solace, is that I know that it’s
a national issue. I do think a lot of it is coming back into society where
everyone was held away on their own—in your house you have no
rules, as far as that’s concerned. I spoke with the students this week
and I know that many of you went to school last year in pajamas and
probably a bathrobe, going from having so much freedom to now me
saying ‘hey there’s a few things we have to comply with’ is a shock to
the system. I know it’s not just us and I’m working on our community
with it.”
In speaking with Dr. Kelley, it was apparent that she was very
understanding and is hopeful that the committee with spark a platform
for all voices to be heard—“my goal would be for us to all collaborate
and bring in new ideas, I found some really cool gender-neutral ones
that I want to throw out there, too.”
However, there is also a part of her that also wants students
to understand the position she is in as she clarifies, “I look at high
school especially, as it is my responsibility to prepare you to be an
adult and one of the things is teaching time and place. So, for work
time, which for students is school time, then you should dress in a
certain manner because in most businesses you’re going to have to
wear a uniform, which you may not like, or you’ll have to dress in a
business type way. Every occupation out there has some sort of dress
requirement and it’s important to give us those skills.”
“That’s a skill that if we can teach here, it saves people down
the long run from losing careers, so to me it’s a life lesson but I am
trying to change the vernacular of it, instead of a ‘dress code,’ it’s an
attire expectation,” she concluded.
All things considered, the committee is soon to be set into
action and Dr. Kelley is excited to get moving forward along with the
community. Dr. Kelley dearly missed the beauty of having “open
conversations” and looks forward to working toward a solution.

Messi continued.

Messi’s contract.
On August 5th, 2021, it was announced that Messi would be
leaving Barcelona. The very next day, Messi would address the press
and fans for the final time as a member of FC Barcelona.
Messi has achieved so much with Barcelona that he is no
doubt, one of the best players to ever live and the best player to ever
play for Barcelona.
Messi has won the
“European Golden
Boot” six times (2010,
2012, 2013, 2017, 2018,
and 2019). This award
is given to the player with the most goals at
the end of the season.
Messi won the Golden
Boy award in 2005,
which is a very prestigious award given
to one young player at the end of each season. Historically, most
players who have won the Golden Boy award have gone on to
become some of the best soccer players. Messi has also won
six Ballon d’Ors which is the most prestigious induvial trophy a
soccer player could achieve. No player has ever won
six Ballon d’Ors before in the history of soccer.
Messi, with Barcelona, have won the Laliga season 10 times,
the Copa De Rey seven times, the Super Copa eight times, the
Champions League four times, the UEFA Super Cup three times, and
the Club World Cup three times.
Messi joined Barcelona as a kid at the age of 13 dreaming of
becoming a professional soccer player, and he left as the best player
in the world, and the best player to ever play for Barcelona.

by Ailene Roque
The popularly known
show, Outer Banks, made its first
release to the public via the Netflix
streaming service on April 15th,
2020. Since then, the dedicated viewers
of Outer Banks have become fully
immersed into the action filled paradise
on earth portrayed in the series.
For those unfamiliar with the
show, the storyline follows a group
of deviant teens who hope to strike-it
rich in finding the lost gold from the
shipwreck known as the Royal
Merchant. The storyline is filled with
secrets, mystery, and murder, all connected to the lost treasure.
While the series is filled with a gripping plot, it is impossible to ignore the captivating scenery present in every episode. The same can be
said by fellow student, Amie Ramirez (12), who describes the Outer Banks scenery as “beachy” and much to the point it makes you “want to live
there.”
For geographical context, Outer Banks is the regional name for the islands located off the coast of
North Carolina and Southeastern Virginia. The islands are compromised by water and enhanced by the rich
blue skies and warm climate.
The show does an exceptional job in portraying the islands as a summer feel vacation spot, while also
characterizing the islands with a deep-rooted history, and only flawed by its disastrous storms. Except
now comes into question: how accurate is the fictional portrayal of the islands in the show to the real-life
Outer Banks?
One of the biggest misconceptions of the show critically noticed by viewers of the North Carolina region is that there is no such thing as a ferry system between Chapel Hill, North Carolina and the Outer
Banks, as portrayed in Season 1, Episode 4. This may come as surprising for many, but the Outer Banks show
–though based on the real-life islands–was filmed in Charleston, South Carolina, which may explain any
geographical
inaccuracies and the need to
fictionalize any
transportation routes.
Contradictory to the
aforementioned warm weather of the
Outer Banks islands, we get
a glimpse into the aftermath of a storm in the show and see locals
dealing with a devastating outcome. These storms happen to
be just as common in the real-life Outer Banks and have played a
significant role in the formation of the islands. In fact, Outer
Banks is home to one of the worst storms of the 20th century,
known as the Ash Wednesday Storm of 1962. To this day, the
remaining homes that survived the storm are a common tourist attraction.
On a lighter note, the ensuing information may come as
more enlightening. Dedicated watcher, Ramirez, expressed being
“extremely curious about the Denmark Tanny [and] royal merchant plot” and as to whether these plots were based on any historical truth.
As it turns out, the Royal Merchant shipwreck from the show is based on a real-life ship called the Merchant Royal. This ship reportedly sank in 1641 on the southern coast of England with $1.5 billion in silver and gold that remains undiscovered today.
For viewers of the show, this may sound strikingly familiar. The shipwreck in the show sank in the 1800s near the coast of North Carolina,
with $400 million worth of gold. We could notably see the similarities drawn from the historical Merchant Royal shipwreck to create the
backstory of the shipwreck we know of in the show.
Even more interesting, Outer Banks happens to be popularly known as the Graveyard of the Atlantic, due to the many shipwrecks in the
Atlantic waters. In fact, it is estimated that more than 2,000 shipwrecks reside in the Atlantic Ocean.
At last, we will dive into the character, Demark Tanny, who is a vital character to the Outer Banks storyline (spoilers ahead). Denmark
Tanny–who was a slave–happened to be the only sole survivor of the Royal Merchant shipwreck and was able to claim all the gold on
board. Tanny used some of the gold to buy his freedom, however, he ran into conflict when buying the freedom of his wife and daughter, later resulting in his death.
What is the historical correlation you may wonder? Denmark Tanny is loosely inspired by Denmark Vesey, who was also a slave, but unlike
Tanny, was able to buy his freedom after winning a $1500 lottery ticket. Vesey was known to be an anti-slavery advocate and was condemned to
death after being convicted of plotting a slave revolt.
It is enlightening to realize Outer Banks is only one of many shows illuminated by both geographical and historical events.
You heard it here first: do not be surprised when you realize your next favorite show may be rooted in more historical truth than expected.

by Krystal Calderon
Whenever you go to the beach, do you see people sleeping or reading books? That’s because researchers say the beach is where many
people go to release stress. During the summer, the beach is the most common place where people hang out. The sun cooking your skin, the
sound of the waves crashing, and the feel of the warm sand around you.
The beach can release stress. The beach has many benefits to humans, like vitamin D that will help you in the future. The sand is also
beneficial for you to exfoliate your skin, when the sun opens your pores, the salt water will cleanse them, and the iodine in the water will kill any
germs in your skin that can create blemishes. Just remember to wear sunscreen to protect yourself from too much sun.
The beach can also help boost your mental health, spending time at the beach will make your senses increase because of relaxation. Focusing on your senses is one way you can meditate; you can lay in the sand and close your eyes. By doing that makes you focus on the
sounds and smells and helps your mind and clear your head from problems. It is beneficial to your mental health to be exposed to the sun and
ocean air. Surf therapy has been found to improve your mood. Getting in the water and moving about helps you to be more conscious while also
getting some exercise. It also lifts your mood by making you feel much more calm, happier, and isolated as when you walk along the shoreline.
Anxiety, sadness, heightened stress, and other mental health disorders can all benefit from going to the beach. Even a 20-minute walk along
the beach might improve your attitude. Booking a vacation to a beach or just being there for a day when you’re feeling depressed or burnt out will
be a quick solution for your mental state.
Going to the beach will not solve your other mental health problems but it is a start. According to one study, persons who are already
thrilled about going to the beach are more likely to have positive moods and mental health consequences.

A.B. Miller’s primary goal is to ensure every student is college and career ready
upon graduation. We pride ourselves in providing our students with an excellent
academic and extracurricular experience, yet, we understand that providing
additional supports will further enhance our students’ chances of academic
success as young adults. Our community has rallied around us to help provide
these additional supports in the form of scholarships. Our supports fundraised
and donated over $25,000! On behalf of our students, I’d like to thank our
community for their unconditional support over the years. Your support affords
us the ability to provide our students with an exceptional academic experience,
close the achievement gap, and provide educational access to all students. Once
again, thank you for your on-going support!
Sincerely,

Dr. Dustin Saxton
Principal, A.B. Miller High School

Michael Vedo begins his seventh year as head of A.B. Miller’s Journalism program.
When not teaching English and working on the yearbook, Mr. Vedo enjoys listening to
punk rock music, spending time with his fiancé, and collecting Nike Air Maxes. He is also
an avid believer in all these supernatural and paranormal and enjoys watching reruns of
The X-Files, Mindhunter, Search Party, Gravity Falls, Stranger Things, and Twin Peaks.

A.B. Miller Thanks:
-A.B. Miller Scholarship Fund
-AP
-AVID
-ASB
-CSF
-Conservatory of Dance Scholarship
-FCCLA
-HSA
-Football Boosters
-Library
-Key Club
-Girls Volleyball
-Boys Basketball:
Sean Rooks
Memorial Scholarship
-Randall Jennings
Memorial RMS
-Locust Elementary
PTA
-North Tamarind
PTA
-California Steel
-Fontana Exchange
Club

-Fontana Council PTA
-Fontana Kiwanis
-Fontana Management
-Fontana Police Officers Association
-Fontana Pop Warner
-Fontana Transport
-Fontana Women’s Club
-Rotolo Chevrolet
-Schools First Credit Union
-State Farm Insurance
-Zonta
-Joan Albert Memoral
-Bob Freeman Memorial
-William Marcus Memorial
-Rudy Rodriguez Memorial
-Lee Guggisberg Memorial
-USW
-Fontana Rotary
-PGA

Gabriel Gutierrez is (finally) a senior at A.B. Miller, hoping that this
year’s seniors will actually have prom. He plans to graduate and move on to California State
San Bernardino. His favorite part of A.B. Miller is the GSA, of which he’s currently president
of; apart from that, he’s also a member of the new ASL club. When not engaging in academic
activities, he likes to wind down by watching lets-players on Twitch or YouTube (subscribe
to Phoodu’s twitch y’all). His hobbies include drawing, writing,
and on extremely rare occasions—reading. He prefers Marvel over DC, and his favorite pizza
toppings are pineapple with pepperoni. A brave and daring individual, clearly.
Senior and third-year Journalism student, Mazikeen (“Maze”) Larson, finds joy in the
diversity and individuality that can be readily found at A.B. Miller. With a schedule filled with
academics (and now extracurriculars), Maze can often be found procrastinating, studying, or
enjoying time with friends. Outside of school, he enjoys binging TV series, learning about
aviation, listening to and discovering new music, thrifting, and baking. He also has a passion
for exploring almost every hobby under the sun, as some of his friends may claim.
Elisa Chavez is a junior at A.B. Miller and loves to bring the community together
through journalism. She loves this as much as she loves music, dogs, and visiting cool coffee
shops. She is a varsity Cheerleader for both the school’s sideline and competitive teams. In her
free time, you can find her obsessing over a new book—as reading is her favorite hobby—or
watching new Netflix shows. Aside from that, her biggest goals in life are to attend college and
travel to Europe.
Josue Avila was born in 2004 in Pomona, California. As a senior, one thing he
appreciates about A.B. Miller is the staff and his relationship with his teachers. He was first
introduced to the sport he loves when he was four years old, and he has been playing soccer ever
since. Being one of his biggest passions, he would like to study to become a sports
medicine physician. He would like to attend UCR, as it has been one of his goals since he was a
little kid in elementary school.
Krystal Calderon is a senior at A.B. Miller. One aspect she likes about the school is the
newly painted murals on the buildings. Krystal is someone who sets goals for herself and does
what she can to get to a higher point in her life. One of her goals for her future is to become
an entrepreneur and to never worry about being in debt. Having her own money and being able
to provide for herself and her family is important to her. One of her hobbies is working out—she
has been working out for approximately just over a year and a half. It has changed
her mentality; it helps her take her mind off stress inducing situations.
A smidge over 17 years of age, Sebastian Calzadilla was born in the middle of the
Amazonian jungle—in Venezuela, to be exact. As a senior, what excites him the most is to be
able to come back and have a great time. Sebastian has always been friendly towards the people
around him, even though he is quiet, he has an understanding and great heart for those around
him. Sebastian noticed the art behind vehicles and big motors which sparked something inside
of him, how every little piece inside a motor works together to create power and move a big
piece of metal at high speeds. The activity that Sebastian enjoys the most is listening to music.
Discovering new music helps him forget the horrors of the outside world. If you ever see
Sebastian around campus do not hesitate in saying “hi,” as he wished for all to have a great day.

Ailene Roque is a senior at A.B. Miller and enjoys stopping by the school library to
discover new books and diversify the genres she reads. Ailene spends most of her time afterschool working on homework, but never fails to make time for Netflix and reading. One of her
current favorite authors is Stephen King and has yet to tackle his long list of novels. Though
Ailene considers herself humble, she is also widely materialistic, and loves to collect all things
she loves and owns a growing collection of Funko Pops, Legos, and books.

One thing 10th grader Briana Lopez enjoys about her school is
participating in interesting clubs. Before entering A.B. Miller High School,
she had entertained herself with clubs such as dance, music, 3D printing,
art, and even, ASB. Clubs served as a means for Briana to interact with
others socially. You can say that for her entire life she was a shy extrovert
that just wanted to do the best she can despite many school and family
issues happening so quickly beyond her years. Some of her academic
achievements have been joining her school’s Math Field Day team and won
second place. Another achievement was participating in honor Choir in the
4th grade. Future plans include passing all of her classes with As and Bs,
attending to a four-year college, and planning to work in the film industry
as a producer. Her hobbies include singing, acting, dancing, and writing
short, dark stories. She also has a passion for gaming and going to the
movie theater.
Joseph Alvarez is a sophomore who enjoys the
sports programs provided at A.B. Miller High School. He has played
baseball for roughly eight years. Besides baseball, Joseph loves to spend
his free time playing video games and listening to some of his favorite
songs, mainly from the band Coldplay. Joseph has accomplished many
things—things such as winning multiple tournaments with his travel ball
baseball team and succeeding greatly thus far, in academics. He plans on
staying on a steady track with his academic career and hopefully joining the
school’s baseball team. After school, he loves to watch Netflix or the
Angels or Dodgers and while doing so, his pet, Buddy can be found by his
side.

